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AAUP Alert
Meet our conference’s new AAUP/AFT organizers
As part of the historic affiliation with AFT, AAUP both
organizations are investing in collective bargaining in
Colorado by placing two full-time, professional organizers
her to help faculty throughout higher education in our state.
Ellen Kress (far left) has moved to Littleton, Colo.
from Eugene, Ore., to focus on advocacy organizing in the
great state of Colorado. Both AAUP and AFT have
prioritized organizing in Colorado for the long term to
support future legislative efforts to access collective
bargaining.
“I will be crisscrossing the state to support issue campaigns and membership drives in individual
chapters. In particular, I will be working intensely with CCCS faculty,” she explained. “We have already had a
number of successful back-to-school events and I look forward to meeting more faculty in Colorado!”
Ellen will offer trainings for all levels of Colorado leadership that includes one-on-one organizing
conversations, issue identification, and yearly strategic planning. Please reach out to Ellen
at ekress@aaup.org or 541-600-5831 to jump start your chapter today!
Justin DePaolis-Metz (above right) has spent the last 15 years in K-12 education, as well as one year as
an adjunct instructor, in six states. In 2021, he moved from Urbana, Ill., to Longmont, Colo., and in July, 2022,
he transitioned from the role of an educator to that of an organizer.
“I agree with Paul Wellstone who advised: ‘When we all do better, we all do better,’” said Justin “I
believe strongly in the power of organizing to build community and influence change.”
Justin is looking forward to working with colleges and universities around the Denver metro area and
across the Front Range to build strong, collaborative relationships. He is always willing to listen, talk, and offer
support. Justin’s phone number is: (720) 436-5311. His e-mail is: justin@aftcolorado.com.

AAUP and AFT make history with affiliation
By AAUP Staff in Washington, D.C.
As of August 1, the AAUP formally affiliated with the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). AFT’s
Higher Education division represents over 270,000 higher-ed employees. About 148,000 of them are tenure-line
faculty, adjuncts, graduate employees, and academic professionals. The AFT has been a leader in addressing
some of the most serious challenges facing higher education, including precarity in faculty employment and the
student loan debt crisis. Beyond this, the AAUP and the AFT share culture and values and a mutual respect for
each other’s organizational strengths. We share a commitment to education as fundamental to the functioning of
a democratic society. As the legislative attacks against teaching history have shown, in many cases, K-12 and
higher education are facing the same challenges. We can best fight them as a unified front.
(continued on page 8)
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Co-president’s message
By Steve Mumme and Caprice Lawless
With the new academic year well underway at Colorado’s public and private
colleges and universities, we are pleased to report the AAUP Colorado
Conference continues to thrive, now in working partnership with our
professional colleagues at the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). Much
has happened since our last AAUP Alert issued in January. Most notably was
our strong push for the proposed Colorado collective bargaining bill at the Colorado General Assembly which
saw the conference coordinating with AFT and individual AAUP chapters to lobby legislators and provide
testimony in support. In this enterprise we were pleased to have the assistance of Ellen Kress (AAUP) and
Umesh Pakalapti (AFT) working full-time to guide our organizational efforts. The conference supported several
chapters with small grants for rallying faculty to the cause and organized testimonials and lobbying at the
Golden Dome. And, though the legislature failed to vote on the Public Employee Collective Bargaining Act this
year, we’ve laid valuable groundwork for advancing unionization initiatives on individual campuses and
perhaps statewide in 2023 if the political winds are favorable this November.
Your state conference was also active on a number of other fronts since January, forming a Colorado
Section to nominate Jonathan Rees as our delegate to the AAUP’s first Biennial Meeting in June, participating
in that meeting. We also supported the participation of two faculty, JoAnn McCarthy of the Community College
of Denver and Jason Saphara from Colorado State-Pueblo, at the annual Summer Institute, held this July in
Reno, Nev. In the spring, the CSU Pueblo chapter held a formal organizing event at a venue on the historic
Arkansas Riverwalk. Caprice visited several of our AAUP chapter leaders for listening sessions this spring,
wrote multiple press releases promoting Conference endeavors, made a presentation at the Biennial meeting,
conducted a session at the AAUP Summer Institute, and created novel marketing tools for promoting AAUP
and the Colorado Conference. In addition, Conference leaders successfully published opinion pieces in
Colorado news outlets. We continue to write letters defending individual faculty on Colorado college and
university campuses. And the Colorado Conference welcomed the revival of our Naropa University chapter this
spring. As always, the most important work on behalf occurs through our individual chapters, so we say,
KUDOS to all of you as you advance academic freedom and shared governance on your campuses. You remain,
always, the heart and soul of the AAUP.
To all, solidarity and success in organizing your colleagues in support of AAUP causes this fall and in
the year ahead.

March 21 was our Lobby
Day at the State Capitol.
At far left the big group of
AAUP and AFT
participants pose on the
first-floor marble steps.
At right, DU AAUP
Chapter Pres. Aaron
Schneider (in checked
shirt, lower left) makes a
point with Colo. Rep.
Dylan Roberts (D-26)
outside the House
Chamber.
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Conference accomplishments 2022 (January – August):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coordinated with Ellen Kress (AAUP) and Umesh Pakalapati (AFT) on support for unionization law in the
Colorado General Assembly (Public Employee Collective Bargaining Act of 2022).
Provided testimony to legislators in numerous one-on-one Zoom sessions.
Dozens of us from six institutions in Lobby Day at the Colorado State Capitol in March in support of the Public
Employee Collective Bargaining Act of 2022.
Held a series of UnHappy Hours via Zoom to strategize throughout the 2022 legislative session.
Provided small grants to chapters in support of unionization organizing at CSU Pueblo, CSU Fort Collins, and CC
Denver.
Researched the background associated with the faculty violations and then, in each case, wrote exacting, official
AAUP Colo. Conf. Letters of Support to defend faculty at Colorado Universities.
Facilitated formation of a Colorado Section for the purpose of electing a delegate to the AAUP Biennial Meeting
in June 2022.
Caprice prepared promotional materials as part of a Contingent Faculty presentation at Biennial Meeting.
Jonathan Rees, Don Eron, Caprice, and I met with Colorado College faculty in Colorado Springs.
Supported Joanne McCarthy (CCD) and Jason Saphara (CSU-Pueblo) to participate in the Summer Institute in
Reno, Nev.
Caprice wrote a booklet for participants to use, then presented it during a session on How to Publish an
Advocate’s Guide at the 2022 Summer Institute
Issued press releases on AAUP/AFT merger and other developments.
Published OPEDs in the Colorado Sun and Boulder Daily Camera.
Revival of Naropa University chapter

Hopes were high when dozens of AAUP and AFT
members from across the state petitioned
lawmakers on March 21 to support the Public Employee
Collective Bargaining Act. In preparation for our Lobby
Day, Colorado Conference leaders
strategized at an informal gathering. Pictured clockwise
from left: AAUP President Irene Mulvey, CSU Chapter
President Mary Van Buren, AAUP Executive Director
Julie Schmid, Colo. Conf. Co-President Caprice Lawless,
Front Range Community College Chapter Co-President
Melinda Myrick, Univ. of Colo. Chapter President Marki
LeCompte, Front Range Community College Chapter CoPresident Mark DuCharme, and Univ. of Colo. Chapter
Vice-President Don Eron.

At far left CC Denver Chapter President
JoAnn McCarthy confers with Sen. Janet
Buckner during our Lobby Day March 21. In
the center photo, Anne Emmons of the Front
Range CC chapter chats with attendees at the
FRCC Happy Hour Sept. 22. At far right are
some of the Colo. Conf. UnHappy Hour
Signature Cocktail booklets distributed at the
Summer Institute. The booklets explained the
ins and outs of our pandemic-workaround
Zooms, complete with recipes for the
cocktails and the Zoom chow.
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Mark your calendar!

Colo Conf ExCom Meeting
When: Saturday, Oct. 22
9:30 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.
Where: 601 Lois Drive, Louisville
Coffee, snacks and lunch will be provided

RSVP coloradocaprice@gmail.com
(Please RSVP by Sat., Oct. 8 for planning purposes)

On the agenda: AFT/AAUP affiliation, Chapter updates, 2023 plans
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Chapter updates from all around the state
CU Colorado Springs advocating for budget transparency
By Steve Carter
The AAUP chapter at the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs has reached out to and met with upper
administration to place faculty concerns front and center and advocate for greater budgetary transparency. The
chapter has been working with other faculty governance groups on campus to strengthen the position and status
of lecturers and to reaffirm faculty governance within college processes. The chapter also took part in
conversations around the proposed collective bargaining bill at the state level, and strengthened its internal
housekeeping by drafting and revising chapter bylaws and growing membership through campus outreach.

CSU Pueblo chapter is raising awareness about collective bargaining benefits
By Jonathan Rees
The CSU-Pueblo chapter of the AAUP has begun a long term organizing drive to add members so that
we can have a bigger impact on campus and in the state legislature once it returns next year. Our unofficial
slogan is "Everyone deserves a raise," because our noncompetitive salaries are both a symbol of many problems
that faculty here face and a serious problem all by themselves. We are planning on a teach-in early next year to
show off the chapter's new strength and raise awareness of the benefits that collective bargaining could bring.

At CSU, salary and working conditions took center stage
By Mary Van Buren
The 2021-2022 academic year was an eventful one for AAUP-CSU which
was energized by the fight for the collective bargaining bill as well as the
addition of two new officers to our Executive Committee, Anders
Fremstad as Secretary and Gretchen O’Dell as Vice-president for NTTF
Affairs. The highlight of the fall semester was an Equity Week
presentation entitled “Unionization at CSU? A Panel Discussion on the
Public Workers Collective Bargaining Bill,” followed by pizza and beer
with NTTF and members of GWOC, the Graduate Workers Organizing
Collective. The panel included Andrew Boesenecker, the state
representative from District 53, Alex-Wolf Root, Vice-president of United
Workers Colorado at the University of Colorado, Alex Pelissero, a
member of GWOC, Dennis Dougherty, Executive Director of Colorado
AFL-CIO, Carolyn Siegel, a lobbyist from Siegal Public Affairs, and
CSU’s Mary Vogl, who teaches
Adrian McDonald, Chair of the Classified Personnel Council at CSU, and
French, brought to the rally posters of
was moderated by AAUP-CSU Vice-president, Gretchen O’Dell. It drew
French Queen Marie Antoinette saying
“Let them eat cake!”
over 80 attendees, and footage from the event was incorporated into a
video, “The Adjunct Situation” on the plight of NTTF in Colorado
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MHPCx-x-TIs). In October, Gretchen also conducted a survey of NTTF
about their working conditions and shared highlights from the responses during her testimony to the state
legislature (https://docs.google.com/document/d/1nBsuFwl-qI4GYYXthyGJ6gGUWxoEGKVYjuf7vW_Jno/edit?usp=sharing).
Activities in support of the collective bargaining bill continued into the spring semester. Mary Van
Buren, the AAUP-CSU co-president, lobbied in Denver and participated in a press conference on the
importance of the bill. However, salary and working conditions at CSU took center stage towards the end of the
academic year. Faculty responded with outrage to the announcement by the Vice-provost that they would not be
receiving an anticipated “merit” raise of 3%. In response, AAUP-CSU mounted a petition campaign calling for
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a cost-of-living adjustment that garnered more than 900 signatures, and then, in collaboration with GWOC, held
a rally during the May Board of Governors meeting and delivered the petition to the president. As a result, the
3% raise was reinstituted, but unfortunately still represented a salary loss of 5% due to inflation.
A “Resolution to Reaffirm the Faculty’s Commitment to Academic Freedom” was introduced at the
April 5th Faculty Council by Anders Fremstad on behalf of AAUP-CSU. This resolution is a declaration by
faculty of their commitment to academic freedom in light of the educational gag orders that have been
implemented in other states. These typically impinge on instructors’ freedom to freely discuss topics such as
race and gender in the classroom. The resolution was introduced with the support of 20 representatives of the
Faculty Council and was approved by an overwhelming majority of attendees.
At the end of the spring semester, AAUP-CSU developed a questionnaire soliciting information about
faculty concerns. It was sent to over 1800 individuals and received 460 responses, providing quantitative as well
as qualitative data on faculty opinions regarding issues such as salaries, transparency, shared governance, and
other topics. We are currently drafting a report that summarizes the responses and can be used for organizing
this fall.

DU Chapter speaks out on the Dobbs decision, defends academic freedom
By Aaron Schneider
Not all that much to report as I'm coming off sabbatical. Still, I guess there are two things to mention. First, DU
AAUP wrote a sign-on letter to express outrage at the Dobbs decision and urge our university to stand firm in support of
women's rights and commit resources to supporting members of our community who find their rights infringed. Second,
we are currently dealing with an incident in which the University of Denver administration violated the academic freedom
and due process of a faculty member who provided analysis critical of the Israeli state. The AAUP has supported the
faculty member in his efforts to redress the episode and the violation of his rights. If there is not sufficient remedy, we
will seek action from Colorado AAUP and National AAUP, including possible censure of the university.

FRCC and CCD Chapters host confab in Westminster
By Mark DuCharme and Melinda Myrick
AAUP members from Front Range Community College and the
Community College of Denver chapters hosted our first, official,
mutual happy hour in late September at the Kokopelli Beer
Company in Westminster. We were joined by our new labor
organizers from the AAUP and AFT. It was a welcome opportunity
to get to know each other and to share our individual and common
concerns about faculty working conditions. We enjoyed our time
together and look forward to new things we will do together in the
year ahead, especially now that we have professional organizers on
our team.

Editorials

The push for fair compensation continues
By Caprice Lawless
In spite of an epic effort by AAUP/AFT here in Colorado to include higher education in the historic 2022 Public
Employee Collective Bargaining Act, lawmakers cut higher education and K-12 workers from it. In late May, Gov. Jared
Polis signed into the law SB22-230, the drastically pared-down bill. It gives 36,000 essential county workers across
Colorado the right to bargain collectively over the terms and conditions of their employment. The bill was sponsored by
Democrats Sen. Daneya Esgar of Pueblo, Stephen Fenberg of Boulder, and Dominick Moreno of Commerce City. The bill
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aimed to take advantage of one of the rare, historic 2022 session that saw Democrats controlling the House, Senate, and
Governor’s office in Colorado. The bill had met strong resistance from higher education administrators.
The setback for thousands of college teachers working at or near poverty-level wages here cannot be overstated,
and that setback reflects the situation for faculty across the country. At the federal level, Pres. Biden has pledged to be the
“most pro-union president” in history, amid a tsunami of unionizing efforts everywhere. By the first half of 2022, the
National Labor Relations Board reported that union-election petitions had increased 57%. We can expect the push to
unionize in higher education to expand apace, making all the more timely the recent affiliation of AAUP with AFT.
Approximately 35% of college teachers are burned out, Fortune reported in June. The next month, an Inside Higher Ed
survey showed that more than half of higher education workers plan to leave their jobs.
Local school districts get the picture. For example, Denver Public Schools this fall sent its teachers an 8.7% pay
increase. DPS increased its starting pay for teachers to $50K, as did school districts in Jefferson County, Mapleton, and
Westminster. The districts recognize how their workers struggle with Colorado’s 8.2% inflation rate, and how each
household spent, on average, $821 more to get by than they did in July 2021.
While Colorado school districts see the writing on the wall about teacher burnout and exodus of talent, higher
education administrators seem to be laughing it off as graffiti. Their success in cutting Colorado higher education from
SB22-230 seems to be taken as license, now, to further exploit. Colorado State University is looking for a new president
who will focus more on compensation and students. CSU Pueblo President Timothy Mottet was unapologetic in his video
explaining how faculty “who met performance evaluations” might see a tiny 4% pay raise. Adjuncts at Front Range
Community College and Community College of Denver this summer 9% and 14% pay raises, respectively. While a 9%
raise on an average course-wage of $2,500 is only $15/week, at least it was progress. Now, however, the Colorado
Community College System has begun increasing class sizes from 24 to 30; a 25% increase in workload. The move
renders the 9% “pay raise” to a 16% cut in pay, and the 14% “pay raise” to an 11% cut in pay.
Fair compensation is the theme of Campus Equity Week, an event the Colorado Community College chapters uncelebrate this fall as it does every fall. The chapters use the week as a news peg to send press releases, set up membership
tables in the hallways, and use guerilla marketing techniques to sprinkle our campuses with provocative information, aka
truth. Faculty are hard pressed to discover the facts we are forced to deliver this way in the Orwellian, First-Amendmentfree environment in the state’s largest institution of higher education.
The push for fair compensation is all a part of the purposeful evisceration of the professoriate, as CU Chapter VP
Don Eron is quick to point out. In her seminal book, Nickeled and Dimed: On (Not) Getting By in America, author
Barbara Ehrenreich accurately described two decades ago how the working-full-time-but-poor waitresses, hotel maids,
housecleaners and Wal-Mart clerks would never be able to work themselves out of poverty. By now, that so-called
“business model” of exploiting labor is fully entrenched in higher education, so much so that our wages of far too many
highly educated faculty are on par with those blue-collar workers. Recent developments in Colorado seem to have done
little to stem that trend.
Amidst this pressing need for better compensation and the attendant stability that will bring to higher education,
the affiliation of AAUP with AFT comes just in time. At the chapter level, perhaps, we are going through the inevitably
challenging shift in responsibilities, vision, communication styles and programming. These might accurately be called
Labor pains in our case! The facts of who we are and how we think, though, will serve us throughout this period of
adjustment. It’s exciting to think how strong and fierce we are becoming for the effort.
When we realize our “raises” are not keeping pace with inflation or that they might better be called pay cuts,
when realize the voice of faculty can no longer be heard above even the air conditioning, and when we see how faculty
stop serving as public intellectuals for fear of losing their jobs, it radicalizes us. We reach a tipping point. The alchemy of
activism is underway.

Debunking the “Not a Real Job” fallacy in college instruction
By Steve Mumme
If you’re one of the thousands of poorly paid college instructors delivering the lion’s share of student
credit hours at Colorado colleges today you’ve probably heard the refrain, “get a real job.” “After all,” wags are
prone say, “if you’re unhappy and have an advanced degree, don’t pine; just stroll down to the job market.
Other opportunities await.” The thinly disguised tropes implicit in this advice are, first, that college teaching is
highly substitutable, often practiced as a non-essential pastime, an avocation; second, that colleges have no
obligation to pay their so-called temporary, or paid-per-class, contract faculty a living wage, only what they
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think they can afford within the constraints of their budgets. Low wages and few benefits are lamentable, but
what can you do?
Such notions are badly misinformed.
Take the case of Colorado’s community colleges. Here, over the past 30 years, the number of temporary
instructors has grown such that the Colorado Community College System now delivers 80 percent of its
instruction through this way, making the Colorado Community College System the most temp-heavy
instructional system in Colorado.
Elsewhere, leading four-year and research-oriented institutions like the University of Colorado and
Colorado State University systems that once taught as many as one-third of their classes with temporary
faculty—including graduate student instructors-- now teach over 60 percent of classes that way. Why? College
executives point to financial constraints, the low-cost of at-will paid-per-class instructors compared to full-time
salaried faculty, and a need for flexibility in curricular staffing (Their core message: college instruction is
essential; faculty, not so much.)
This system might work if cheap instruction was just an avocational hobby. But contrary to what
administrators want Coloradoans to believe that’s the exception, not the rule. Both community colleges and
four-year graduate degree granting institutions now depend on a large cadre of paid-per-class faculty, many of
whom teach full-time instructional loads. Colleges simply could not function if instruction was left to charitable
inclinations. Put bluntly, paid-per-class jobs are “real jobs” and they’re really needed. At Colorado State-Ft.
Collins, for example, 754 such instructors, 500 of them with five or more years at 50 percent or greater
instructional time, now account for a majority of all student credit hours. Colorado’s colleges rely on these
professionals to do the demanding work of delivering learning to their student clientele.
As Co-President of the American Association of University Professors’ Colorado Conference, I know
these professionals are justified in expecting better treatment. True enough, they accepted the position at low
pay. That doesn’t mean they don’t deliver full value to the institution. Nor does it mean that colleges should
dodge responsibility to pay living wages when those same institutions steadily rely on and, indeed, encourage
these faculty to stay on and take on full-time or nearly full-time instructional chores. In some circles, though
apparently not in the seats of college boardrooms, this would be shameful, embarrassing at the least.
The truth is that Colorado colleges are highly complicit in manufacturing the instructional conditions
they claim to deplore. Their paid-per-class instructors have advanced, often terminal professional degrees in
their field. They are hired because they are highly qualified professionals. By taking the easy and exploitive
way out of their professed financial dilemma college administrators risk actively devaluing the very degrees
they confer.
As they raise their voices for fair pay and reasonable working conditions, these faculty also speak for the
students they serve. If underpaid faculty cannot afford to live near the institutions they serve then their students
are apt to be poorly attended. If, to make ends meet, they must commute across the Denver metro area on a
daily basis to teach classes at two or three colleges 20-30 miles apart they may not have extra-time to mentor
students, write letters of recommendation, or quickly respond to email. If their assigned office is, in effect, the
trunk of their car and not a dedicated space at their college how likely is it that students can readily and reliably
seek their advice?
Devaluing instructional faculty plainly means students pay the price.
So, the reasonable paid-per-class faculty retort to the patronizing admonition “get a real job,” is “I’ve
got one. You hired me, you need me…now provide me an office and pay a decent wage—with benefits.”
_________________________________________________________________________________________

Historic AAUP/AFT affiliation
(continued from page 1)
Through this affiliation, the national AAUP becomes a “national regional council” of the AFT. As an
affiliate, the AAUP maintains its independence and autonomy—as do our chapters. AAUP members will
continue as full members of the AAUP with all the rights and privileges that go with membership. The AAUP
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will continue to have its own national governing Council, officers, constitution, and Biennial Association
Meeting and AAUP chapters will continue to be governed by chapter constitutions. The AAUP maintains sole
authority over its budget, programs, and staff. The AAUP also maintains sole authority over the Redbook, the
promulgation of professional standards, investigation and censure/sanction and over its committees. All AAUP
members will also become members of the AFT/AFL-CIO, with all the rights and privileges that go with
membership in the AFT.
The national AAUP will continue to be a 501 c(6) professional organization and will continue to
advocate for the profession as a whole and for higher education in service of the common good. As of August 1,
all current AAUP members are, by virtue of being a dues-paying AAUP member, also AFT members with all
the rights, privileges, responsibilities and benefits that go with being AFT members. AAUP members will also
continue as full members of the AAUP, with all the rights and privileges that go with being an AAUP member.
AAUP advocacy members will continue to pay AAUP dues at your current dues rate to the AAUP. From this,
the AAUP will forward to AFT your AFT per capita.
AAUP advocacy chapters will continue as is and will continue to have access to all the programs and
services of the AAUP. For purposes of participating in the AFT convention, AAUP advocacy members will be
part of a large AAUP national AFT local. If your advocacy chapter would like to become a chartered AFT local,
you may choose to pursue that process. It is not required, however.
AAUP state conferences will continue to be governed by internal AAUP policy. Many states also have
AFT state federations. We believe that there is a real opportunity for state conferences and state federations to
explore opportunities for working together and collaborating on a shared agenda for higher education, including
in the state legislature. The two national organizations look forward to working with our conferences and state
federations on these opportunities.
AAUP chapter and state conference staff will remain employees of the chapter or state conference and
the chapter or state conference will retain the sole authority to manage its staff and programs. National AAUP
dues will continue to be governed by the AAUP’s policies on dues and will not be affected by this affiliation.
If you have further questions about the AAUP/AFT affiliation, members can see more detailed
information here (log in required).
At the Biennial meeting in June, AAUP delegates voted to affiliate with
the AFT. Here is a snapshot of the historic event, taken in the
ballroom at the Arlington, Va. Hilton hotel.

________________________________________________________________________________________

Apply for L.E.A.P. cold-weather help, Nov. 2022 to April 2023
If your household income for one earner is $43K or lower, you may qualify for
heating assistance through the Low-Income Energy Assistance Program.
Our AAUP chapters routinely distribute LEAP application forms at our Campus
Equity events and on campus.
To find out more, take a look at the LEAP website: https://cdhs.colorado.gov/leap
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AAUP Colorado Conference Leadership
Reach out to your local AAUP chapter president whenever you have a faculty-related question. The contact
information is listed below. Some chapter presidents were too swamped with grading to send photos. Look for
their photos in the next issue of the Colorado Conference AAUP Alert.
(Note: All campus photos by Caprice Lawless unless otherwise noted.)

Colorado College, Colorado Springs
Eve Grace, Chapter President
egrace@coloradocollege.edu
Note: Eve Grace is currently on sabbatical until Jan. 2023.
Contact Colorado College Chapter Vice President Eric Perramond
eric.perramond@coloradocollege.edu
Pikes Peak, VisitCOS.com, 2022

Colorado Mountain College (11 cities)
Dave Ruffley, Chapter President
dlrwy@yahoo.com
*CMC locations in Aspen, Breckenridge, Carbondale, Dillon, Glenwood
Springs, Leadville, Rifle, Salida, Spring Valley, Steamboat Springs, Vail
Valley
Lake Dillon; Colorado Tourism Office photo, 2022

Colorado State University, Ft. Collins
Mary Van Buren, President
mary.vanburen@colostate.edu

Colorado State University, Pueblo
Jonathan Rees, Chapter President
drjonathanrees@gmail.com

CSU Pueblo photo by Jason Saphara, 2022
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Community College of Denver
JoAnn S. McCarthy, Chapter President
mccarthyjoann05@gmail.com
Photo, Denver skyline, courtesy VISIT DENVER Convention and Visitor’s
Bureau, 2022

Ft. Lewis College, Durango
David Blake, Chapter President
blake_d@fortlewis.edu

Grenadier Range near Durango by Matt Inden/Miles
Colorado Tourism Office photo

Front Range Community College, Westminster
Melinda Myrick and Mark DuCharme, Chapter
Co-Presidents
mel.myrick8@hotmail.com
markducharme@gmail.com

Naropa University, Boulder
Travis Cox, Chapter President
tcox76@hotmail.com

Regis University, Denver
Karen Adkins, Chapter President
kadkins@regis.edu
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University of Colorado, Boulder
Marki LeCompte, Chapter President
margaret.lecompte@colorado.edu

University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Steven Carter, Chapter President
steve.carter12@gmail.com

Garden of the Gods, Colorado Springs; Matt Inden/Miles photo, Colorado Tourism Office

University of Denver
Aaron Schneider, Chapter President
Aaron.Schneider@du.edu

University of Northern Colorado, Greeley
Karen Barton, Chapter President
karensbarton@gmail.com
Note : Karen Barton is currently in Senegal.
Contact : Pepper Mueller. UNC Chapter Vice President
peppermueller@earthlink.net
________________________________________________________________________________________

Nota Bene
“Total enrollment in Colorado’s state-administered colleges and universities is expected to decline
1.1 percent (1,915 FTE) this fiscal year … following a 4.3 percent decline in FY 2020-21. In FY 2022-23,
enrollment is expected to fall another 0.4 percent (762 FTE), remaining well below pre-pandemic levels.
However, total tuition revenue is expected to increase 2.4 percent in FY 2021-2.”
Hansen, David and Louis Pino. 2022 Higher Education Enrollment and Tuition Revenue Forecast.
Legislative Council Staff; Nonpartisan Services for Colorado’s Legislature, March 29, 2022.
https://leg.colorado.gov/sites/default/files/r22-361_higher_education_enrollment_and_tuition_revenue_forecast_with_tables.pdf
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